Photo-induced oxidative cross-linking as a method to evaluate the specificity of protein-ligand interactions.
The isolation of protein-binding synthetic molecules from combinatorial libraries or compound collections is now a common practice in chemical biology. An important, but underdeveloped, aspect of characterizing the binding properties of such molecules is their level of binding specificity. This is often evaluated by simply measuring the equilibrium binding affinity of the compound of interest with its target protein and comparing this value with its affinity to one or a few other purified proteins selected at random. These measurements may not reflect accurately the ability of the compound to seek out its target in a complex mixture of proteins such as a cell extract or serum. A more desirable alternative would be to develop solution assays that measure directly the binding of the molecule of interest to both target and competitor proteins in complex solutions. In this report, we evaluate a rapid and efficient photo-triggered cross-linking reaction for assessing binding specificity of synthetic molecules in protein mixtures. Using peptide-protein complexes, we demonstrate that this reaction provides an unbiased view of the peptide-protein contacts present in solution under a given set of conditions and thus is useful for assessing binding specificity. We also discuss the potential application of this chemistry to the related, but more difficult, problem of the identification of protein targets of bioactive molecules.